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Abstract—Caffeine Extraction, 7th grade 
During my research, I have created a new method to extract caffeine using a solvent. The method 

I made was based on a basic process I have taken note of after many hours on YouTube and Wikipedia. 

The basic process mentioned was a compilation of methods I got from the web, which is the same for 

almost all solvent extractions, but I filled in most of the blanks. The basic process goes as follows: 

Deprotonate caffeine in drink, move caffeine from drink to a solvent, and then remove solvent to reveal 

caffeine. Through my research, I found out the best solvent, the best chemical to deprotonate caffeine, the 

best temperature for distillation, the best pressure for distillation, the best waiting time for the caffeine to 

move from the drink to the solvent, and the best flasks used in order to form crystals. I had to tackle three 

main issues: Cost, Purity, and Accuracy in measuring and extracting caffeine. If Purity goes down, then 

so does accuracy. However, I only had around 200 dollars to do the process, so high quality analytical 

equipment is not possible.  After a long time of research, I ordered the chemicals and equipment, and set 

to work. By trial and error, I also found the right pressure to keep the distillation at for the solvent, ethyl 

acetate, to boil off but not damaging the caffeine. If the residue in the flask is slightly colored, I would 

add a 50/50 mixture of isopropanol alcohol and ethyl acetate to the residue, and filter it. The organic 

impurities have coagulated up into larger, filterable particles, while the caffeine is dissolved. I leave the 

alcohol to dry in my fume hood for two reasons: There is a strong updraft in there, which speeds up the 

drying, and because I don’t want dust on my crystals of caffeine.  I have met many obstacles during my 

extractions. I discovered that the drying agent I used did not work because it has a high solubility in water 

and thus, did not dry anything. Instead, I mixed Calcium Chloride and Magnesium Sulfate to form the 

perfect drying agent.   One of the common ones is that the solvent boils dry in the flask. Even though the 

flask is inside a water bath, the residue is always going to be a white cake, and when crushed, a white 

powder. To fix this, I have to keep a close eye on the boiling solvent the last couple of minutes. As soon 

as any solids form in the solvent, I quickly take it off the heating and let it cool. Since the solution is 

supersaturated, the caffeine will precipitate out of the solution and it will form nice, visible crystals. My 

accuracy of measuring the amount of caffeine is exactly 18.7% different from the lab results. This is not 

bad for cost compared to UV spectrophotometry’s cost.  


